ROBESPIERRE
Victoria, were in prison. Robespierre remembered how
he had ordered the porte-cochere to be closed and the
windows shuttered when Louis XVI had gone on the
same journey, and again when his former friends Dan-
ton and Desmoulins had passed on their way to the
guillotine. "It is better to make one's living as a poor
fisherman than to govern men", Danton was reported
to have said, and perhaps some such thought now
haunted Robespierre's brain.
Harpies had taken each other by the hand and were
executing a witches' dance about the tumbril, en-
couraged and applauded by the "better class of per-
sons" looking on from their high-priced points of
vantage, as from boxes in a theatre. He who had
defended the people even in its excesses, because he
knew the excesses of wealth and power, looked on
quietly. The word canaille did not fall from his lips, as
it had from those of Danton.
A child carrying a pailful of'ox's blood and a whisk
broom now approached the house, and dipping the
broom into the liquid gore, sprinkled it upon the wall,
while the crowd howled its approval. He closed his
eyes and a slight tremor passed through him. And this
* was the weird and puzzling contradiction of the scene,
that the man who howled loudest "Down with the
tyrant!" and lifted a hate-distorted face towards him,
was none other than Carrier—Carrier of the noyades,
whom he had been instrumental in recalling for shed-
ding blood wantonly, and would have punished but for
the protection extended to him by two of the principal
Thermidorians, Billaud-Varenne and Collot d'Herbois!
The tumbrils creaked onward again, and now a well-
dressed woman clutched at the railing of the one in
which he was seated, and screeched: "Go down to hell,
scoundrel, laden with the curses of wives and mothers!"
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